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Abstract18
As new techniques exploiting the Earth’s ambient seismic noise field are developed19
and applied, such as for the observation of temporal changes in seismic velocity struc-20
ture, it is crucial to quantify the precision with which wave-type measurements can be21
made. This work uses array data at the Homestake mine in Lead, South Dakota and an22
array at Sweetwater, Texas to consider two aspects that control this precision: the types23
of seismic wave contributing to the ambient noise field at microseism frequencies and the24
effect of array geometry. Both are quantified using measurements of wavefield coherence25
between stations in combination with Wiener filters. We find a strong seasonal change26
between body-wave and surface-wave content. Regarding the inclusion of underground27
stations, we quantify the lower limit to which the ambient noise field can be characterized28
and reproduced; the applications of the Wiener filters are about 4 times more successful29
in reproducing ambient noise waveforms when underground stations are included in the30
array, resulting in predictions of seismic timeseries with less than a 1% residual, and are31
ultimately limited by the geometry and aperture of the array, as well as by temporal vari-32
ations in the seismic field. We discuss the implications of these results for the geophysics33
community performing ambient seismic noise studies, as well as for the cancellation of34
seismic Newtonian gravity noise in ground-based, sub-Hz, gravitational-wave detectors.35
1 Introduction36
Significant effort has been made in the wider seismological community to under-37
stand and exploit background ambient seismic noise. One important mechanism for the38
generation of seismic noise relates to continuous harmonic forcing of ocean waves as they39
interact with both the seafloor and coastlines, and this varies strongly in time, frequency40
and azimuth [Longuet-Higgins and Ursell, 1948]. These mechanisms most strongly gener-41
ate energy in the range of 0.06-0.13 Hz (8 to 16 second periods), but a much wider range42
of periods is also observed worldwide [e.g., Ebeling, 2012]. There can be strong body-43
wave components as well [e.g., Gerstoft et al., 2008]. Efforts to image these noise sources44
usually use array processing methods that consider the coherence of wavefronts incident45
upon the array, referred to as beamforming or frequency and wavevector ( f -k) analysis46
[e.g., Rost and Thomas, 2002, Gerstoft et al., 2008], and share a common goal with the47
approach outlined in this paper.48
Particular attention has been paid to understanding the effect that the inhomogeneous49
distribution of noise sources would have on the coherence or cross-correlation measured50
between stations, with the goal of determining whether measurements can be reliably used51
for the study of seismic velocities or attenuation [e.g., Cupillard and Capdeville, 2010,52
Weaver, 2011, Tsai, 2009, 2011, Lawrence and Prieto, 2011, Harmon et al., 2010a, Yang53
and Ritzwoller, 2008], with additional studies exploring the extent to which signal prepro-54
cessing can reduce the effect of inhomogeneous noise sources [e.g., Bensen et al., 2007,55
Viens et al., 2017]. Some of these velocity or attenuation measurements require a great56
amount of precision and stability over time [Froment et al., 2010], such as for the obser-57
vation of material velocity changes; velocity variations on a daily or monthly timescale58
may be as small as a couple percent, but have been shown to yield valuable informa-59
tion regarding temperature or pore pressure changes [i.e., Brenguier et al., 2008, Lecocq60
et al., 2014, Taira and Brenguier, 2016]. This paper explores two aspects of such cross-61
correlation or coherence based observations that affect the final precision with which mea-62
surements may be reliably made.63
The first is an analysis of the types of waves that constitute the background ambient64
noise field. Should the relative contributions of body-wave energy compared to surface-65
wave energy change over time, this may bias the velocities measured from coherence or66
correlation techniques, especially when the inter-station distance is small enough that dif-67
ferent seismic phases are not well separated. We specifically explore the oceanic micro-68
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seisms, known to be generated by ocean waves between 50 mHz–0.3 Hz. These include69
the primary microseismic peak that is commonly accepted to be caused by ocean waves70
generating pressure in shallow waters near the coast. The primary microseisms define a71
noise peak at frequencies below 0.1 Hz. The secondary microseismic peak is commonly72
thought to be created by two counter-propagating wave fields forming standing waves that73
define a peak around a 8 s period. Rayleigh waves are generally observed to dominate the74
ambient noise field and provide a useful tomographic tool [e.g., Shapiro and Campillo,75
2004]. Other authors have noted the presence of P waves [e.g., Vinnik, 1973, Gerstoft76
et al., 2008, Landès et al., 2010, Neale et al., 2018] and S waves [e.g., Nishida and Tak-77
agi, 2016] through various cross-correlation or beamforming studies at certain frequen-78
cies. Similarly, in this study, coherence measurements are considered in the wavenumber-79
frequency domain as a function of station-station distance and in the time-domain. We80
find that for the secondary microseism at 0.2 Hz, differing velocities are observed over81
the course of a year that can only be explained by differences in the type of wave dom-82
inating the measurements. This conclusion that body waves are not only present, but of-83
ten dominate the wavefield at this frequency, has strong implications for the reliability of84
coherence-based velocity observations and indicates that care should be taken if measure-85
ments are to be made in particular seasons. Blindly averaging noise correlations over the86
course of a year may give unexpected results under a noise field changing in this manner.87
The second analysis considers the geometry of the array being used, and the lower88
limit to which the wavefield can be adequately resolved. Specifically, we explore the util-89
ity of adding underground seismometers as compared to most seismic arrays which are90
constrained to observations at the Earth’s surface. This characterization is done through91
the construction of “Wiener filters,” which simultaneously use coherences between all sta-92
tions in an array rather than on a station-station basis. Wiener filters are optimal linear93
filters designed to cancel noise; the extent to which ambient noise can be predicted and94
subtracted from a given target station directly relates to the array’s efficacy at describing95
the wavefield under changing conditions. This approach is also employed in the marine96
community with the use of vertical strings of hydrophones [e.g., Cox, 1973, Veitch and97
Wilks, 1985, Roth et al., 2012, Ozanich et al., 2017], and in the gravitational-wave com-98
munity where seismic motions need to be subtracted from other measurements [Coughlin99
et al., 2018, Davis et al., 2018]. Using underground stations is shown to improve Wiener100
filter predictions by at most a factor of 4 (the improvement maximal at the microseism),101
suggesting that the resolution of coherence- or correlation-based imaging can be signifi-102
cantly improved by including underground sensors.103
For most of this analysis, we focus on a new seismic array at the former Homestake104
mine in Lead, South Dakota. Since mining activity has ceased, the Sanford Underground105
Research Facility there has been demonstrated to be a world-class, low-noise environ-106
ment [Harms et al., 2010, Coughlin et al., 2014, Mandic et al., 2018]. In 2015 and 2016, a107
PASSCAL array of 24 broadband instruments (15 underground and 9 above ground) were108
deployed in and around the mine, covering horizontal distances of more than 6000 m, and109
vertical depths of about 1500 m, shown in Figure 1. The quiet environment and 3D geom-110
etry make the array an ideal location to test the approaches and questions described above.111
We supplement the array data with additional data from a nearby station of the Global112
Seismographic Network (station RSSD). Finally, an array of instruments in Sweetwater,113
Texas [Barklage et al., 2014] are also briefly used as examples to show that conclusions114
regarding the wavefield composition are not solely constrained to the Homestake array115
in South Dakota. The data used span slightly over one year of time, from June 2015 to116
September 2016.117
Finally, we note that the results of this paper have implications for seismic noise and118
Newtonian gravity-noise reduction in the gravitational-wave community and this is also119
briefly discussed.120
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Figure 1: Array geometry and geography, including the names of the seismic stations in the
Homestake and Sweetwater networks. For a version of the plot with the local topography and mine
drifts, please see Fig. 1 in Mandic et al. 2018.
2 Velocity measurements and wavefield decomposition121
This section considers velocity observations made through different approaches. Ob-122
servations in this section are made by considering station-station coherence. This is equiv-123
alent to the Fourier transform of the stacked cross-correlations used by other studies [e.g.,124
Aki, 1957, Boschi et al., 2012], and we define our observations formally here. The first125
step is to calculate the complex spectral coherence of all of the vertical channels of seis-126
mometer pairs using extended time periods of data. The coherences between seismometers127
i, j were collected over several months in their complex form128
γi j ( f ) =
〈xi ( f ) x∗j ( f )〉√
〈|xi ( f ) |2〉〈|x j ( f ) |2〉
(1)
where xi ( f ) is the value of the Fourier Transform at a particular frequency f for the ith129
seismometer, x∗i ( f ) its complex conjugate, and 〈〉 indicate an average over consecutive130
time windows. This metric keeps information about relative phases between the records of131
seismometers through phase multiplication.132
Assuming that all seismic sources are sufficiently distant, we can divide the seismic133
field into four components: shear waves, compressional waves, and surface Rayleigh and134
Love waves. Our goal is to obtain speed estimates by observing the ambient seismic field.135
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Figure 2: A histogram of estimated wave speeds between 0.3 – 3.5 Hz. Red color means that the
respective speed value was measured for a large number of daily k- f maps, while blue color means
that the speed value was measured rarely.
In this case a challenge is that there can be multiple waves contributing simultaneously at136
all frequencies. The array dimension, i.e., the array size and density of instruments, then137
sets a lower and an upper limit on the range of frequencies where multiple waves can be138
disentangled to obtain well-defined differential phases between sensors.139
2.1 Observations in Frequency-wavenumber Domain140
Our first estimate of wavespeed is done in the frequency domain using “k- f maps,”141
which effectively search for plane-waves of varying direction and speed, testing the to-142
tal coherence of measurements after the appropriate phase-delays are applied [Rost and143
Thomas, 2002]. Given the distance in 3 dimensions between seismometers, ~ri j , the un-144
shifted station-station coherence γi j ( f ) (from Eq. 1), and a given wave vector ~k ( f ) to145
test, the probability of a wavefront propagating with that wavenumber is:146
m(~k, f ) =
∑
i, j
γi j ( f ) ei
~k ( f ) ·~ri j . (2)
Such array processing approaches have been previously used to explore seismic147
sources [e.g., Gerstoft et al., 2008, Neale et al., 2018]. As opposed to analyzing each data148
stretch individually, we are mostly interested in the background noise field. For this rea-149
son, we average observations over the course of a given day. To do so, we calculate Eq. 2150
in 128 s time windows with no overlap. We note that there is no averaging in Eq. 1 in151
this case. The values for m(~k, f ) are averaged over the course of a day. We sample from152
m(~k, f ) to determine ~k ( f ), whose values are collected over the course of a year. We con-153
vert wavenumber in x, y, and z to a total velocity to produce the histogram shown in Fig-154
ure 2.155
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Figure 3: Horizontal wave number response (computed using Eq. 2 assuming γi j ( f ) = 1) of
the Homestake array at 0.3 Hz. This only considers kz = 0, which is necessary for visualization
purposes given the 3D geometry of the array, though we note that we do account for depth in the
full estimation of wave speed. The black circles indicate constant speeds of 3, 5, 7, and 9 km/s.
Figure 2 shows seismic speeds in the range between 0.3 Hz to 3.5 Hz. The distribu-156
tion of maxima tends to lower speed values at higher frequencies, following the expected157
dispersion of Rayleigh waves. Between 1 Hz and 2 Hz, Rayleigh-wave speed is found to158
be about 2.6 km/s falling to lower values above 2 Hz. At 2.5 Hz, seismic wavelengths are159
about 900 m, which is smaller than the distance between most station pairs. This explains160
why accurate speed estimates cannot be obtained at higher frequencies. At 0.3 Hz, wave-161
lengths are about 10 km, which is longer than the array aperture, and therefore standard162
speed estimation methods fail at lower frequencies.163
We plot the array response function, computed using Eq. 2 assuming γi j ( f ) = 1,164
at 0.3 Hz in Figure 3, showing that distinguishing wavespeeds at even lower frequencies165
would be difficult. Therefore while we are confident that the wavefield above 0.3 Hz is166
dominated by surface waves, we must turn to alternate methods or use different stations to167
investigate the wavefield at lower frequencies.168
2.2 Coherence Decay with Station-Station Distance169
We can also explore the strength of coherence (γ( f ) in equation 1) as a function170
of frequency and station-station distance. As we will show, this allows us to character-171
ize the wavefield at lower than 0.3 Hz despite the relatively small aperture of the array.172
Here, coherence was calculated with 50% overlap, and in this form also used later for the173
Wiener filter section. Coherence is considered for all station-station pairs, and Figure 4A174
shows the difference 1 − |γ( f ) | for a few pairs (shown to highlight the values of |γ( f ) |175
nearest to 1). Accordingly, coherence is generally high within the band of the primary and176
secondary oceanic microseismic peaks between 50 mHz and 0.3 Hz, and is insignificant177
above a few Hertz. Horizontal distances between the seismometer pairs are shown in the178
legend. Figure 4B shows the logarithm of 1 − |γ( f ) | at 0.2 Hz for day 191 of year 2015179
in a scatter plot where the two coordinates are the components of the relative horizontal180
position vector between two seismometers. We highlight 0.2 Hz because it is the most co-181
herent frequency in the array, as can be seen in Figure 4A, and also is the strongest con-182
tributor of seismic noise [Peterson, 1993]. We do not include a third coordinate for depth183
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Figure 4: (A) 1 − |γ( f ) | between a variety of seismometer pairs averaged over 6 months of coin-
cident data. The station names with numbers indicate the station depth in feet (we use feet because
of long-standing naming conventions in the mine for levels serviced by shaft elevators) [Mandic
et al., 2018]. The legend indicates the horizontal distance in meters between each pair shown, and
the pairs are shown in ascending order of horizontal distance. (B) logarithm of 1 − |γ( f ) | at 0.2 Hz
between all seismometers, where the x,y-coordinates correspond to the relative horizontal position
vector between two seismometers. We show this version to highlight the values of |γ( f ) | nearest to
1.
because Rayleigh waves produce displacements whose phase does not depend on depth184
(although the relative body wave contribution may change with depth). Coherence is well185
characterized by the horizontal distance between seismometers. There are no major inho-186
mogeneities or outliers from the overall pattern, but close inspection of the plot reveals187
significant directional dependence approximately aligned with the north-northwest-south-188
southeast and west-southwest-east-northeast directions.189
The rate at which coherence decays as a function of distance can also be used to190
place constraints on the seismic velocities [e.g., Aki, 1957], and therefore on the compo-191
sition of the wavefield. We note that Hillers et al. [2016] also provides a similar imple-192
mentation of this idea to measure a wavefield and the spatial extent to which it collapses193
to the ideal zero-lag coherence decay. In our case, we note that the decay rate depends on194
assumptions about the background ambient noise field, so we specifically focus two end-195
member, orthogonal models for the wave field (there is a third discussed in Cox [1973],196
which is a 3-D distribution of plane waves). The first model assumes that the noise field197
is composed of plane waves that are uniformly distributed in azimuth for a given phase198
velocity c, which would imply that the real part <(γ) of the complex coherence (RPCC)199
is given by J0(2pir/λ), where J0 is the Bessel function of order zero and λ is the wave-200
length of the waves [Aki, 1957]. The second end member is the possibility that the wave201
field is composed of a single plane wave where an angle θ is the azimuth of the source202
relative to the station pair. This results in a RPCC of cos(2pi cos(θ)r/λ). We can take203
the point at which <(γ) = 0.5 as a diagnostic point for this function. For an isotropic204
Rayleigh-wave field, this value is observed at a distance r = λ/4. On the other hand, for205
the plane wave case, the distance between the seismometers needs to be at least as large206
as r = λ/6 to observe <(γ) = 0.5. Equality is reached for θ = 0 degrees, and distances of207
r > λ/6 are possible in the case of seismometer pairs separated along different directions.208
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Figure 5: The RPCC as a function of distance between the vertical channels of all seismometers
at 0.2 Hz for (A) day 154 of 2015; (B) day 191 of 2015. The colors correspond to the azimuth
with respect to the east direction of the line connecting two seismometers. In panel A, models are
shown for the single plane wave (solid lines; speed values 6 km/s, 7 km/s, 8 km/s), and isotropic
field (dashed lines; speed values 4 km/s, 5 km/s, 6 km/s). The same models were used in panel
B with speed values 3 km/s, 4 km/s, 5 km/s (solid lines; single plane wave), and 2 km/s, 3 km/s,
4 km/s (dashed lines; isotropic). The velocities are chosen to be consistent with body waves (A)
and fundamental Rayleigh waves (B).
We plot the RPCC in Figure 5 at 0.2 Hz for the two days 154 (A) and 191 (B) of209
year 2015. These days are during the summer time, but we have checked that similar pat-210
terns are also observed in the winter time. The plots show a bimodal distribution, which211
is a consequence of the directional dependence of the seismic field together with the di-212
rectional non-uniformity of the seismic array. A uniform array would lead to a continuous213
distribution of RPCC values. The directional dependence of the seismic field is expected214
from the known distribution of sources of oceanic microseisms [e.g., Stehly et al., 2006,215
Harmon et al., 2010b], and previously observed at Homestake [Harms et al., 2010]. Ex-216
tending the lower envelope of the scattered points in Figure 5A with an isotropic corre-217
lation model to a coherence value <(γ) = 0.5, we find for day 154 that the minimal218
distance with <(γ) = 0.5 is about 7 km. Using both an isotropic and single plane wave219
model, we find <(γ) = 0.5 is about 3 km for day 191. Assuming isotropy, we can infer220
for day 154 a seismic speed of about 4 × 0.2 Hz × 7 km = 5.6 km/s. A similar calculation221
gives 8.4 km/s assuming maximal directional dependence. The corresponding values for222
day 191 are 2.4 km/s and 3.6 km/s. While the speed values of day 191 are consistent with223
expected fundamental Rayleigh-wave speeds, the inferred speeds of day 154 are too high.224
This implies that non-horizontally traveling body waves must dominate the ambient noise225
field observed on day 154.226
The bimodal distribution of coherence values in Figure 5B is explained by a combi-227
nation of a non-uniform distribution of wave speeds in the seismic field and non-uniformity228
of the array. Almost all of the pairs in Figure 5 with horizontal distance > 2 km include a229
surface station since surface stations are generally located at a greater distance from the230
main underground array. Surface stations TPK, WTP, and LHS lie on a line pointing ap-231
proximately along the E-W direction, while the line DEAD-SHL is almost perpendicular232
to it. Identifying seismometer pairs of the > 2 km coherence values, we find that SHL and233
DEAD appear in the high-coherence part while TPK, LHS, and WTP appear in the low-234
coherence part. This is consistent with a directional dependence of a seismic field consist-235
ing mainly of waves propagating along the E-W direction (roughly towards the Pacific and236
Atlantic oceans), and the bimodal structure is enhanced by the approximate cross-shape of237
the surface array.238
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Figure 6: The plot shows the power spectral density (PSD) of the 800 ft station in the vertical di-
rection at 0.2 Hz and the minimum coherence among all station pairs whose horizontal distance is
less than 3 km, where the dashed vertical lines mark the days 154 and 191 of year 2015 which are
used in coherence plots shown in Figure 5.
We can also exclude any significant impact from transient local sources at 0.2 Hz ir-239
respective of whether they produce coherent or incoherent disturbances between stations.240
Observations covering the western US showed that speeds of fundamental Rayleigh waves241
with an 8 s period are about 3.1 km/s [Shen et al., 2013]. Together with our results in Fig-242
ure 2, we can infer that Rayleigh-wave speed at 0.2 Hz should have wavelengths larger243
than the array dimension. We also checked that coherence does not decrease systemati-244
cally when increasing correlation time from one day to one month or longer. This means245
that there are no significant incoherent disturbances that would average out over long pe-246
riods of time. Also, we know from our observation of seismic spectra that local distur-247
bances must be weaker than oceanic microseisms by a factor 10 or more as we can see248
no disturbance visible in time-frequency spectrograms even when oceanic microseisms249
are close to their minimum. These observations of coherences and seismic velocities im-250
ply that during day 154, the dominant contribution to the seismic field comes from body251
waves, while Rayleigh waves dominate on day 191.252
To consider a wider range of times, Figure 6 shows the PSD of the 800 ft station253
at 0.2 Hz over one-year together with the minimal coherence observed between all seis-254
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Figure 7: The plot shows the bandpassed noise-correlation function between one of the Homes-
take surface seismometers (SHL) and a nearby instrument from the Global Seismograph Network
(RSSD) roughly 31 km away.
mometer pairs closer than 3 km to each other. The inset plot zooms onto the first 60 days.255
The expected coherence from an isotropic fundamental Rayleigh-wave field with a speed256
of 3.5 km/s (among all plane-wave models, the isotropic model has the highest minimal257
coherence value) between two seismometers at 3 km distance to each other is 0.73 (as-258
suming negligible instrumental noise). Coherence exceeds this value significantly during259
many days, and interestingly, a significant decline of coherence is always accompanied260
with a significant increase of the microseismic amplitude. This anti-correlation provides261
further evidence that near vertically-incident body waves not only dominate the wavefield,262
but that they tend to dominate during the days with lowest ambient noise energy. We will263
further test this hypothesis in the next subsection.264
A possible interpretation of these results is that an incessant background of body265
waves exists with a spectrum close to the global low-noise model occasionally disturbed266
by stronger Rayleigh-wave transients. The body waves can be produced at great distance267
to Homestake since they experience weak damping. Therefore, it is conceivable that body268
waves arriving at Homestake typically originate from a large number of individual sources,269
which causes the incessant body-wave background. Instead, the Rayleigh-wave transients270
are typically produced by relatively close ocean wavefields. Rayleigh waves from more271
distant sources experience too strong damping to contribute significantly to the field at272
Homestake.273
2.3 Time-domain observations274
To further test this observation, we show an alternate version of this analysis. Fig-275
ure 7 shows the envelope of time domain cross-correlations between one of the Homes-276
take seismometers (station SHL) and a nearby instrument from the Global Seismograph277
Network (station RSSD) roughly 31 km away. The correlation for a given day was con-278
structed by averaging hourly coherence measurements between the two vertical channels.279
This includes a time-domain running-mean normalization and a frequency-domain spec-280
tral whitening; these techniques are common in the community to reduce the influence of281
earthquakes or other spurious noise sources [i.e., Bensen et al., 2007]. The resulting cor-282
relation functions are bandpassed from 0.1 to 0.3 Hz. Both positive and negative lag times283
are plotted, corresponding to coherent signals traveling from RRSD to TPK or from TPK284
to RSSD, respectively. Horizontal red lines indicate the expected group arrival of surface285
waves (at either positive or negative correlation lag times) traveling at 3.5 km/s. While sur-286
face waves dominate in the winter months when the 0.2 Hz microseism noise is strong,287
many times of the year are dominated by the peak near zero-lag. Since zero lag implies288
infinite velocity, this peak is most consistent with body wave arrivals with a high apparent289
velocity. This, together with the anti-correlation observed between coherence and power290
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Figure 8: The RPCC as a function of distance between the vertical channels of all seismometers
at 0.1 Hz (A and B) and 0.4 Hz (C and D) analogous to Figure 5. We use the same days as in Fig-
ure 5. In the top row (A and B), an isotropic correlation model is shown with speed value 2.7 km/s
(A), and 2.8 km/s (B), and in the bottom row (C and D), models are shown for the single plane
wave (solid lines; speed values 6 km/s, 7 km/s, 8 km/s), and isotropic field (dashed lines; speed
values 4 km/s, 5 km/s, 6 km/s).
spectral density shown in Figure 6, suggests body waves incident from below the two sta-291
tions.292
2.4 Comparisons and discussion of wave content293
Our results point strongly towards the following model of oceanic microseisms294
at Homestake at 0.2 Hz, and more generally at quiet seismic stations in interior conti-295
nental regions. When the oceanic microseisms are weak, they approach the global low-296
noise model [Peterson, 1993]. In this case, the field is dominated by body waves. Typi-297
cally week-long, strong transients of Rayleigh waves (e.g., from strong Pacific or Atlantic298
storms) add to this background of body waves, decreasing RPCC values because of the299
slower velocities of fundamental Rayleigh waves. The existence of body waves in oceanic300
microseisms is well known and modeled previously [Gerstoft et al., 2008, Landès et al.,301
2010, Obrebski et al., 2013, Nishida and Takagi, 2016]. However, the hypothesis that body302
waves can dominate the microseismic spectrum at quiet times has not been formulated303
before to our knowledge. This link seems to exist at the Homestake site at least, and it304
would be very interesting to obtain direct confirmation using other methods [e.g., Landès305
et al., 2010]. Our method shows that it is possible to differentiate between fundamental306
Rayleigh waves and body wave contributions; this is potentially important for the field307
of time-dependent velocity measurement, as well as for ambient noise correlation studies308
more generally.309
The results thus far have focused on observations at 0.2 Hz, specifically for the Home-310
stake Array in South Dakota. The results, however, can be potentially generalized to other311
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Figure 9: The plot shows the data in Figure 6 as a density plot for the Homestake array (colored
contours with contour lines at 0.5 and 0.7). The Sweetwater array results are shown with only
black contour lines. We use more contour levels in this case to include information lost by not
including the colors.
frequencies and locations. To consider other frequencies, we also plot the RPCC at 0.1 Hz312
and 0.4 Hz. In the top row of Figure 8 (A and B), we show the RPCC as a function of313
distance for 0.1 Hz, and in the bottom row (C and D) for 0.4 Hz. We can use the RPCC314
measurements to constrain seismic velocities at these frequencies as well. The seismic315
speeds, measured to be ≈ 3 km/s, are consistent with fundamental Rayleigh waves at 0.1 Hz.316
There is no visible evolution between the days that were dominated by body waves and317
fundamental Rayleigh waves as in the case of 0.2 Hz. On the other hand, results for 0.4 Hz,318
at the high frequency end of the microseism, are significantly more complicated. Measure-319
ments have contributions from both fundamental Rayleigh waves and body waves, and the320
trend is similar to that of 0.2 Hz waves. A more systematic analysis over a larger range of321
frequencies should be a focus of future work (see Ardhuin and Herbers [2013] and Traer322
and Gerstoft [2014] for treatments from a theoretical perspective).323
While a study of global patterns is beyond the scope of this study, we can at least324
examine one other array in the crustal interior of the U.S. To check that the anti-correlation325
between PSDs and minimal coherence at 0.2 Hz is not only present at Homestake, we per-326
formed the same analysis for the Sweetwater broadband array [Barklage et al., 2014]. The327
seismometers in this analysis are from an array in Sweetwater, Texas, which is located at328
32◦28’5” N and 100◦24’26” W. The array consists of two approximate circles, one with329
about a 10 km diameter and another with a 25 km diameter. We found 23 stations with330
good data quality during March and April 2014. This array has significantly larger hori-331
zontal spacing than the Homestake array, with horizontal distances between the center of332
the array and other seismometers ranging between 2-14 km. It also has significant vari-333
ation in elevation over the array, with a maximum elevation change between seismome-334
ters of about 250 m. We perform the same analysis with this array as in the Homestake335
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case, computing the PSDs and coherences between the station pairs. Figure 9 shows <(γ)336
vs. the PSDs for the Homestake and Sweetwater arrays. Due to the ≈ 10 km array extent337
of Sweetwater as compared with the ≈ 3 km extent of Homestake, <(γ) is expected to338
be 0.34 for uniformly distributed surface waves instead of 0.73 found at Homestake. Av-339
erage values of RPCC above this value again suggest body waves are dominant, and the340
anti-correlation of RPCC with PSD amplitude again suggests that body waves dominate341
the observed microseism during the lowest amplitude microseism.342
To summarize, we have used coherence measurements coupled with models for the343
seismic wavefield to constrain the wave types as a function of time at both Homestake and344
Sweetwater. We have shown that body waves and surface waves contribute energy at dif-345
ferent amounts over the course of a year. At 0.2 Hz, observed velocities shift substantially346
depending on the season, indicating a dominance of either surface waves or body waves.347
This may be misinterpreted as a time-varying velocity change for small aperture arrays348
where seismic phases are not well separated, and implies care should be taken if observa-349
tions are to be stacked over an entire year or if short deployments are to be used in par-350
ticular seasons. Many studies assume that Rayleigh waves are responsible for the travel351
times observed [e.g., Shapiro and Campillo, 2004], but the mixing of wavetypes may lead352
to incorrect velocity inferences.353
3 Testing recoverability of the wavefield with Wiener Filters354
Given that the ambient noise field is constantly changing in direction and wavetype,355
there should be a limit in a given array’s ability to describe the ambient noise wavefield.356
That is, should the ambient noise correlation functions from one time period be compared357
to that of another, there may exist some portion of the wavefield that must be attributed358
to random, variable processes that cannot be resolved given the geometry of instruments359
used. This section explores this limit for different array geometries by the construction of360
Wiener filters. The Wiener filter approach is in many ways similar to the work presented361
above, but rather than consider only two stations at a time, the Wiener filter simultane-362
ously considers all available station-station coherences from the array. A "target" station is363
defined, for which information from all others in the array are used to predict and subtract364
known signals. The extent to which signal remains after this subtraction at subsequent365
observation times indicates the lower limit to which coherence-based approaches can be366
reliably interpreted.367
In previous work [Coughlin et al., 2014], they implemented feed-forward noise can-368
cellation using an array of 3 seismometers in the same general location as our current369
Homestake array [Harms et al., 2010]. They used Wiener filters, which are optimal lin-370
ear filters, to cancel noise of (wide-sense) stationary random processes defined in terms371
of correlations between witness and target sensors [Vaseghi, 2001]. They explored how372
to maximize subtraction, including exploring the rate at which the filters are updated and373
the number of filter coefficients. There were limits to this original study. Due to the fact374
that they only had three functional seismometers, they could not explore the effect of body375
waves on the coherence between the seismometers and thus the study of its effects on the376
subtraction that they could achieve was limited. In addition to the self-noise of the seis-377
mometers, topographic scattering and body waves in the seismic field could limit perfor-378
mance [Coughlin and Harms, 2012].379
The method is common in gravitational-wave studies, for which the interest is to380
use arrays of seismometers as witness sensors to the gravitational-wave interferometer to381
subtract the noise in the seismic field present in the detector. The goal of Wiener filtering382
in this context is to make predictions of the time-series at a single sensor (target sensor)383
based on observations of other sensors (witness sensors). Wiener filtering uses the corre-384
lation of all sensors of the array, including accounting for both correlations amongst the385
witness sensors and the target sensor, when making the predictions. We note that there386
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are other applications that may fall under the classification of a Wiener filter, such as re-387
cent work by Moreau et al. [2017] which use similarities in noise correlation functions on388
different days to successfully extract salient features and de-noise the final stacked obser-389
vation. That approach and ours are mathematically similar, but the goal in our case is to390
reconstruct the raw waveform at a target sensor. In doing this, our filter should encode in-391
formation about the propagation delay times, amplitude effects, and any other effects from392
the intervening geological structure.393
The method for computing the Wiener filters is as follows. For samples y(ti ) from394
a single target channel, M input time series ~x(ti ) = (xm (ti )) with m = 1, . . . ,M , and395
a Wiener filter ~h(i) = (hm (i)), i = 0, . . . ,N that minimizes the residual error, the resid-396
ual seismic time-series can be written symbolically as a convolution (symbol ∗) [Vaseghi,397
2001]:398
r (ti ) = y(ti ) −
M∑
m=1
(hm ∗ xm )(ti ), (3)
where the convolution is defined as399
hm ∗ xm (ti ) =
N∑
k=0
hm (k)xm (ti−k ), (4)
where N is the order of the finite impulse-response filter h (see section 4.3 of [Orfanidis,400
2007]). This filter depends on the correlations between y and channels ~x as well as on401
correlations among channels ~x, but once calculated, it is applied to each channel in ~x sep-402
arately as shown in equation (3). In this analysis, we only use past data to construct the403
current sample.404
The resulting set of impulse-responses may be thought of as capturing propagation405
phase delays, amplitude changes, additional phases from reflections, etc., and the linear406
combination of each input timeseries convolved with its appropriate filter constructs the407
target observation as well as possible. In some ways this is similar to beamforming tech-408
niques [Rost and Thomas, 2002], which test various incident slownesses by prescribing409
phase delays between each station, ultimately summing the observations in a linear com-410
bination (or in some cases, summing the coherence of each). In the case of beamforming411
however, only phase delays are considered and not amplitude modulations, and a constant,412
homogeneous velocity structure is assumed. The Wiener filter approach is agnostic to413
these assumptions. Additionally, although this study only uses vertical-component traces,414
multiple seismometer components or even other types of instruments could be included.415
It is useful to compare the measured residuals to expected estimates. The extent to416
which a prediction at a target sensor can be made depends on the station-station coherence417
observed. These expected residuals can be computed as follows. If we denote CSS as the418
matrix containing the cross-spectral densities of witness seismometers, ~CST as the vector419
containing the cross spectral densities between the witness and target sensors, and ~CTT as420
the PSD of the target seismometer, then the average relative noise residual R achieved is421
given by422
R( f ) = 1 −
~C∗ST( f ) · C−1SS ( f ) · ~CST( f )
CTT( f )
. (5)
where superscript * refers to a Hermitian transpose. When using just a single witness seis-423
mometer, this simply reduces to424
R( f ) = 1 − |γ( f ) |2 (6)
where γ( f ) is the witness-target coherence as defined in equation (1). To again compare425
the Wiener filter approach to beamforming, we note that the construction of a matrix con-426
taining all stations’ cross spectral-densities, like in CSS, is used in both methods. Addi-427
tional beamforming resolution or other characterizations of the wavefield are possible with428
various techniques, such as is described by Capon [1969], MUSIC [e.g., Goldstein and429
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Archuleta, 1987, Meng et al., 2011], or an eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix CSS as430
is explored by Seydoux et al. [2017], though we do not explore these methods further here.431
Also, we note that some high-resolution beamforming methods focus on resolving inde-432
pendent transients rather than characterizing the consistent background features as we are433
interested in here.434
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Figure 10: (A) The subtraction achieved using the vertical channel of the seismometer on the
800 ft level (243 m depth) as the target channel, up to 10 Hz. (B) and (C) are the same for the
seismometers on the 4850 ft level (1478 m depth) and the surface, respectively. In each plot, it
is shown how the subtraction varies depending on what set of seismometers are used as witness
sensors (subsurface, surface, and all). The dashed black lines correspond to Peterson’s high and
low noise models [Peterson, 1993]. The instrument noise level for the STS-2 sensors is shown as a
dashed green line to show the residual theoretical floor.
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Since the Wiener filter method makes no assumptions about the wave modes present435
in the noise field it is important to explore how well it can predict the overall wavefield.436
If the method is effective, it could open up a large range of future applications of seismic437
arrays. In the following analyses, we choose one station as our target. The Wiener filter is438
constructed to predict signals at this station using different subsets of other stations, and439
then the filter’s prediction at subsequent times is compared to actual observation. Here440
we show results from analysis of a 3-hour time window without any clear transient sig-441
nals. We assume this example is representative. The broader concept for future applica-442
tions would be to periodically retrain the filter. In Figure 10, we demonstrate the perfor-443
mance of the filter on the seismic array data for different choices of the target station. We444
achieve more than a factor of 100 reduction in noise at the microseism peak when using445
all available channels for Figures 10A and 10B. Achieving more than a factor of 100 re-446
duction of noise means that we can predict the seismic time-series of the target to better447
than 1%. We can also explore the loss in information from using only surface stations448
when measuring the seismic wave-field below ground. We see that the subtraction perfor-449
mance using only surface stations as witness channels is a factor of ≈ 4 worse than the450
configuration where all channels are used. In this way, sub-1% prediction of the under-451
ground seismic wavefield is not possible with only surface sensors.452
Noise residuals were computed for two different implementations of Wiener filters453
described earlier. One is the frequency-domain filter [Allen et al., 1999]. The other is the454
finite-impulse response (FIR) filter applied as shown in equations (3) and (4) of order N =455
8. Figure 11A shows the ratio of the original PSD to the PSD calculated from the FFT456
Wiener and FIR Wiener filters applied to the vertical channel of the 800 ft station as the457
target channel. The frequency-domain filter typically achieves slightly better cancellation458
performance than the FIR filter. The FIR filter, which is applied in the time domain, has459
to cope with strong correlations potentially between all samples of the time series. This460
makes it numerically more challenging to calculate the Wiener filter mostly due to large,461
degenerate correlation matrices that need to be inverted. In our case, differences between462
the performances of these two implementations are minor.463
Generally, there is no clearly visible residual microseismic peak except for the case464
of using surface seismometers as witness channels to cancel noise in a 4850 ft seismome-465
ter in Figure 10B. Thus, we were able to improve over previous results reported in Cough-466
lin et al. [2014]. Figure 10A shows that below 0.1 Hz, the residual almost reaches the467
limit set by the sensor noise of the Kinemetrics STS-2 broadband seismometers used at468
the 800 ft station. In Figure 11A, We use equation (5) to determine the expected residuals469
for a few optimal subsets of seismometers taken from the total array. Optimal subsets are470
the ones that, given a number of seismometers, produce lowest subtraction residuals. The471
consistency of the expected results with the achieved subtraction indicates the efficacy of472
our implementation. The difference between the expected residuals and the true residuals473
likely relates to a combination of numerical noise when computing the filters, as well as474
changes in coherence between stations over time. This also excludes the possibility that475
the improvement over the previous analysis is simply an increase in the number of chan-476
nels, as it shows that the expected performance of the Wiener filter rapidly converges as a477
function of the number of witness sensors, and so it is not simply a gain in signal-to-noise478
ratio that leads to improved residuals.479
In summary, we can use this method to determine that the underground seismome-480
ters significantly increase the accuracy of the measurement of the underground wavefield.481
Measurements of this type show the utility of including underground seismometers in fu-482
ture arrays dedicated to time-dependent velocity measurements, allowing predictions at483
the 1% level of the wavefield (Figure 10A), whereas constraining observations to surface484
stations we are left with at least a 4% level residual (Figure 10C).485
Figure 11B shows the efficiency of a Wiener filter calculated one day and applied to486
data collected on later days. We show the results of a Wiener filter calculated on day 154487
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that is applied to data later that same day, data the following day, 20 days later, and 37488
days later. In general, a loss of up to a factor of 2 in the predictive power of the filter can489
be seen on month-long timescales. Some loss in performance is expected, although we490
note that the subtraction is still better than a factor of 100. A loss in performance is un-491
surprising given the changing composition of the seismic field, but the relatively minimal492
loss in performance indicates that in general, the body-wave vs. fundamental Rayleigh493
wave content does not have a significant impact on the phase of the correlations mea-494
sured between the seismometers (which is what determines the composition of the filters).495
This is because the phase shifts introduced in the seismic time-series predominantly only496
changes the result if the phase delays introduced are large, which is not the case for an497
array of this size. This arises from our array dimensions, such that for the wavelengths498
considered here, the seismometers are well within one wavelength of one another. It fol-499
lows then that the nearby stations are the most important for the subtraction in this case.500
Therefore, the difference in phases between body-wave and fundamental Rayleigh waves501
are not identified.502
The Wiener filter can be considered comparable to other coherence or cross-correlation503
type observations for the time at which it was trained. The filter applied at any other time504
period should then perform equally well if all aspects of the environment remained con-505
stant. When applied to another time period, the fact that there is a difference still be-506
tween prediction and the actual observation implies that either the intervening medium507
has changed, or that changes in the ambient noise field cannot be resolved by the array. In508
our case, we assume that any material velocity changes would be relatively constant over509
the extent of the different sub-arrays, but still find that different geometries used produce510
different residuals. The fact that surface-only 2D observations, for example, cannot de-511
scribe more than 96% of the waveform (Figure 10C) implies that there is an upper limit to512
what we can expect to resolve or explain; that last 4% may be considered a random level513
of variability given the geometry used.514
Finally, we can also use the Wiener filter results to test for the presence of low am-515
plitude local sources that have a significant effect on correlations. If this were the case,516
they would also have a significant effect on our Wiener filters. However, this can be ex-517
cluded since the Wiener filters prove to be highly efficient with the cancellation of oceanic518
microseisms (reduction by more than two orders of magnitude in most cases). There are519
two possibilities for how such excellent subtractions are possible. The first is that the fil-520
ter is almost fully determined by correlations consistently in phase with microseisms. The521
other possibility is that a local source produces plane waves consistently in phase with522
microseisms. Given Homestake’s array geometry and the wavelengths of interest, phase523
differences across the array are small, and therefore local sources are also subtracted to524
some extent. However, as the subtraction results correspond to a coherence between target525
and Wiener filter of about 0.999995, it is very unlikely that a local source produced phase526
differences that match the ones of the oceanic microseisms so well to achieve the same527
coherence. It is more likely that local sources were insignificant during the measurements528
in the relevant frequency range.529
4 Implications for gravitational-wave observations530
This work, and even the deployment of the Homestake array [Mandic et al., 2018],531
is additionally motivated by open questions in the gravitational-wave community. Vibra-532
tions in the Earth’s crust are a significant source of noise in gravitational-wave observato-533
ries. Vibrations in the Earth hinder the precise measurements needed by gravitational-wave534
detectors, both via the mechanical coupling of vibrations through the mirror supports and535
via the local gravity fluctuations due to rock density fluctuations, known as Newtonian536
Noise (NN). While sophisticated seismic-isolation systems are used in order to limit the537
effect of mechanical couplings [Matichard et al., 2015, Braccini et al., 2005], fluctuations538
in the gravitational field at the interferometer mirrors from local seismic noise and tem-539
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Figure 11: (A) The expected residuals given the expression in equation (5) for a number of seis-
mometer array subsets (the number specified in parentheses in the legend) and comparisons to
both FFT Wiener and FIR Wiener filters for the vertical channel of the 800 ft station as the target
channel. (B) We show the performance of the Wiener filter over a few timescales using the vertical
channel of the 800 ft station seismometer as the target. This result shows that Wiener filters are
efficient in this band over long timescales.
perature and pressure fluctuations in the atmosphere will be a future limiting noise source540
below about 20 Hz [Saulson, 1984, Hughes and Thorne, 1998, Creighton, 2008, Harms,541
2015]. Wiener filters, combined with knowledge of the wave type, can be used to deter-542
mine the NN contribution and mitigate its effects.543
Understanding the wave content of oceanic microseisms is of high priority for sub-544
Hz gravitational-wave detectors where seismic fields produce NN about 1000 times stronger545
than the instrumental noise required to detect gravitational waves [McManus et al., 2017].546
The measurements of mixed wave type content have significant implications for NN can-547
cellation for potential future low-frequency gravitational-wave detectors. The assumption548
so far has been that the seismic field is dominated by Rayleigh waves, which greatly helps549
with the cancellation of the associated NN using off-line Wiener filter subtraction [Harms550
and Paik, 2015]. Given that NN cancellation in the presence of multiple wave polariza-551
tions is a complicated task even for modest cancellation goals [Harms, 2015], continuous552
body-wave content as observed at Homestake would be a substantial additional challenge553
for plans to suppress seismic NN at sub-Hz frequencies by large factors. Subtractions at554
the level of 1 % and below do give confidence though that in the case of body-wave and555
fundamental Rayleigh wave separation, significant mitigation of NN is possible. We em-556
phasize again that underground seismometers are needed to achieve better than 1% under-557
standing of the seismic wavefield. Such capabilities are essential to realize cancellation of558
terrestrial gravity noise in future gravitational-wave detectors.559
5 Conclusion560
In this paper, we have used one year of data from an underground and surface ar-561
ray deployed in 2015 at the Sanford Underground Research Facility (former Homestake562
mine) for correlation analyses of the ambient seismic field. The results include the year-563
long evolution of spectral density and seismometer correlations at 0.2 Hz and the broad-564
band cancellation of seismic signals in the array using Wiener filters. The long-term study565
of PSDs and correlations at 0.2 Hz showed evidence of an incessant background of body566
waves frequently perturbed by week-long Rayleigh-wave transients. These findings are567
consistent with previous observations, but our findings go beyond previous results as the568
body-wave content seems to enforce the low-noise model at the Homestake site. This link569
has not been established before to our knowledge and may apply generally to quiet sta-570
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tions in the continental interior. Finally, while it has been previously known that array571
geometry plays an important role in a method’s ability to resolve and recover the ambient572
noise field, our application of Wiener filters allows us to quantify the lower limit of this573
recovery. These Wiener filters are used to estimate and cancel seismic signals in a target574
sensor using data from other stations in the array, reducing seismic signals by more than575
2 orders of magnitude. By comparing the estimate and residual of different subarrays we576
find that this can be improved by a factor of 4 by including underground stations to better577
capture the entire ambient noise wavefield.578
We do note that this characterization of the array geometry and the background am-579
bient noise field may be only one possible application of Wiener filter theory. The explo-580
ration of microseismicity remaining after such a prediction and subtraction outlined here581
may allow the detection of events not possible otherwise. The characterization of site-582
amplification effects from an array of stations, rather than just a station-station comparison583
may also be possible. Such topics are beyond the scope of this paper and will be the fo-584
cus of future work.585
Techniques like Wiener filtering, beamforming and observations of coherence decay586
will continue to be important for quantifying the precision to which seismic velocity mea-587
surements can be made, including for observation of temporal changes in seismic veloc-588
ity structure. These results show that noise correlation studies where Rayleigh waves are589
usually assumed to be responsible for observations may be contaminated by body waves.590
Moving forward, the techniques presented here may be useful in larger arrays, and it will591
be interesting to quantify the degree to which they apply over larger scales.592
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